THE DOOR OF TRUTH HAS REVEALED THE UPCOMING FULLMETAL
ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD AND THE ALCHEMIST CODE
COLLABORATION THIS NOVEMBER
SAN FRANCISCO, EUROPE, ANZ AND SOUTHEAST ASIA – October 30th, 2018 –  gumi Inc has opened
The Door Of Truth to transmute the collaboration of the century. From November 1st to November
28th, fans of FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD will get the chance to transmute their favorite
State Alchemists into the world of THE ALCHEMIST CODE. What will be the cost for this Equivalent
Exchange?
Here are the highlights of the event:
Collaboration Summon Units
Summon these FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD Units only during the collaboration period:
● Edward Elric
● Roy Mustang
● Riza Hawkeye
● King Bradley
● Pride
Special Collaboration Unit
Toritoh will be making her debut appearance during this collaboration alongside the cast of FULLMETAL
ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD. Toritoh is known among the Holy Order of Babel as "The General", she was
raised entirely inside the church, and as a result has little understanding of outside affairs and is bad at
expressing her emotions.
Summon “The General” during this event and add her into your top fighting squad!
Free Collaboration Units
Obtain the other half of the Elric Brothers, Alphonse Elric, and the shape-shifting Homunculus, Envy, for
free by clearing missions and milestones!
Collaboration Gears
Collect unique job equipment, job token and special gear to unlock the collaboration unit’s Master
Ability
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stable Transmutation Circle - Unlock Alphonse ’s Master Ability
Envy’s Symbol - Unlock Envy’s Master Ability
Colonel Mustang’s White Gloves - Unlock Roy Mustang’s Master Ability
Hawkeye’s Rifle - Unlock Riza Hawkeye’s Master Ability
Standard Alchemist Pocket Watch - Unlock Edward Elric’s Master Ability
Twin Sabers of Wrath - Unlock King Bradley’s Master Ability
Pride’s Shadow - Unlock Pride’s Master Ability

FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD COLLABORATION QUEST
Alphonse Elric was transmuted from his world into the world of Babel by the one they called The
General of the Holy Order for purposes unknown. Right before Alphonse could find out more, Colonel
Mustang and Lieutenant Hawkeye broke in and rescued Alphonse from his captors. Unwilling to give up
on her efforts, Toritoh gave chase to the State Alchemists. Why was Alphonse summoned? What dark
secrets are the Holy Order hiding?
THE ALCHEMIST CODE 1st Anniversary
THE ALCHEMIST CODE celebrates its 1st Anniversary this November 14th. To commemorate this historic
occasion, and as a token of appreciation to the players for supporting THE ALCHEMIST CODE for the past
year, the team has prepared plenty of rewards just for the players. They include, but not limited to:
●
●
●
●

Special Anniversary Summon
Merchandise Giveaway
Anniversary Celebration Bundles & IAP
Anniversary Gear Giveaway

THE ALCHEMIST CODE is a free-to-play app (with in-app purchases) available through the App Store,
Google Play and on the Amazon App Store.
For the latest updates, please follow THE ALCHEMIST CODE’ s social media channels:
● Official Site: https://www.alchemistcode.com/?utm_source=pr
● Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/TheAlchemistCode
● Twitter:
https://twitter.com/alchemist_code
● Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/alchemist_code
● YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/c/TheAlchemistCode
About gumi Inc.
Founded in 2007, gumi Inc. (Tokyo Stock Exchange: 3903) is a leading global mobile game publisher and
developer headquartered in Japan, with overseas operations in France, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and
the United States. The company has proven success in launching titles worldwide, such as the widely
popular role-playing games Brave Frontier and THE ALCHEMIST CODE. In 2016, gumi established a Silicon
Valley-based investment group with partners, called The Venture Reality Fund, which focuses on seed
and early-stage augmented reality and virtual reality startups. Its VR incubation subsidiaries have
expanded globally, including Tokyo XR Startups, Seoul XR Startups, and Nordic XR Startups. In 2018, the
company launched gumi Cryptos, an investment arm in blockchain technology and funds. With ongoing
publishing and development projects on a wide array of mobile, AR and VR platforms, gumi aims to
change the world through innovative entertainment products and services, including both original
content and collaborations with popular IP. For more information, please visit
http://www.gu3.co.jp/en/
About THE ALCHEMIST CODE
THE ALCHEMIST CODE is a full-scale Strategy RPG, featuring classic tactical elements and a plethora of
high-quality content — from intense missions, gloriously animated 3D battles, to stunning anime-styled
cutscenes, superb music and voice acting. The pinnacle of Japanese SRPGs, players can delve into THE
ALCHEMIST CODE’s universe of infinite possibilities and customize strategic teams to be deployed on

multi-dimensional planes of different elevation and orientation. Left at the mercy of the gods and the
seven deadly sins, who will prevail and bring about a change in the world?
About FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST BROTHERHOOD:
Alchemy: The science of understanding, decomposing, and reconstructing matter.
However, it is not an omnipotent art. It is impossible to create something out of nothing. If one wishes
to obtain something, something of equal value must be paid.
This law of equivalent exchange is the basis of alchemy.
There is a taboo among Alchemists: human transmutation. It is that which no one must commit.
Edward and Alphonse Elric break this taboo hoping they can revive their beloved mother. As a result,
Edward loses his right arm and left leg and Alphonse has his whole body taken away. The Elric brothers
embark their journey to find the “Philosopher's Stone” to regain their bodies…
http://fullmetalalchemistusa.com/
https://www.facebook.com/AniplexUSA
https://twitter.com/aniplexusa
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